NuBag

NSX240, LLT200, NBT200
Designed to provide space saving answers in
super strong but smaller sizes.

NSX240

Twin waste, twin linen, twin laundry modules have always been the most popular in

commercial establishments and due to the common dual end design, twin splits are also
possible incorporating waste / laundry or laundry / linen, etc...

Twin Sax (NSX240) A compact

mobile twin 120 litre waste trolley, fully
lidded providing excellent capacity for
normal waste collection and disposal.

Twin Linen (LLT200) The

NuBag

NX1001, NX1501, NX1002, NX2001, NX2401

Big in use, small in
storage, the Servo-X
trolley range will always
find favour in the many
locations where space is
at an absolute premium.
All Servo-X trolleys can be easily folded for

storage and the laundry bags themselves can
be removed, incorporating drag handles and
our top closure system.

same Structofoam chassis and lidded

Servo-X uses all the same bag sizes as

full 100 Litre washable linen laundry bags.

uniformity and allowing a fully integrated and

Twin Bags (NBT200) There are

system planning.

superstructure but designed to take two

NuKeeper and NuBag units, providing total

Bags can be easily colour coded.

co-ordinated professional approach to

NX1501

101 applications where mobile bags are
required, especially within the hotel and

LLT200

NX1001

care-home environment.

Big Bags (NB3002) For large

laundry volumes the NB3002 has a 200 litre
and 100 litre bag (300 litre) to which can
also be added a further 2 x 100 litre bag
extensions, providing upto 500 litre
in 4 detachable bags.

Integrated laundry bag closure system

NX1501

NX1001

NX1002

NX2401
NBT200

Model

Castors

NSX240
LLT200
NBT200

Bag Capacity
2x120L

4x75mm

2x100L

NB3002 4x200mm 1x200+1x100L
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Standard Specification

Model

Bags

NX1001

100L

NX1501

150L

NX1002

2x100L

580x780x860mm

NX2001

200L

460x760x960mm

665x1110x1115mm

NX2401

240L

550x780x960mm

Standard Specification
Dimensions (WxLxH)
580x780x965mm

NB3002

NX2001

Castors

Dimensions (WxLxH)
390x460x960mm
460x760x760mm

4x75mm

460x760x960mm
X fold design for compact storage
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